
Pro Vinyl Fencing has become a household
name in the Los Angeles Vinyl Fencing
industry
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Services range from Vinyl Fencing to Vinyl

Privacy Fencing to Vinyl Picket Fencing to

Vinyl Gates to Vinyl Wall Toppers

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, UNITED

STATES, May 13, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Pro Vinyl

Fencing, a California-based family-

owned full-service vinyl fencing

company, is fast becoming a

household name in the region, offering

the most extensive services. The

service ranges from Vinyl Fencing to

Vinyl Gates to Vinyl Patio Covers to

Vinyl Wall Toppers to Vinyl Picket

Fencing to Vinyl Private Fencing, and

much more. The company is also a

wholesaler and a manufacturer, thus

offering a whole gamut of products

and services to customers. 

“Pro Vinyl Fencing was established

almost a decade back, and since its

inception, providing best-in-class

customer experience has been our top

priority. So far, we have worked with

over 800 clients and have installed over

32000 feet of fences. These numbers

are a testament to our commitment to

providing world-class solutions to our customers,” said the company’s spokesperson. 

Some of the most sought-after services provided by Pro Vinyl Fencing are:

- Vinyl Fencing, including privacy fences, picket fences, pool fences, and lattice fences, is one of

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://provinylfencing.com/vinyl-fence-panels/


Vinyl Scalloped Picket Fence

the most popular services. It is a

perfect addition to a front yard from a

safety point of view and looks beautiful

aesthetically. 

- Vinyl Gates, which have the option of

rolling gates, double gates, single

gates, and fences with gates, have

recently become mainstream. The

company provides manufacturing and

installation of commercial and

residential gates that can withstand

high use and foot traffic.

- Vinyl Patio Covers – customers can

choose from solid, louvered, picket, and even custom covers depending upon their requirements

and budget. These patio covers are a great way to add some décor to the outdoor setting, and

given the color variations available, customers have a lot of options to choose from. 

Other popular services include wall toppers, ranch rails, etc., making a tremendous outdoor

addition. “We are an end-to-end solution provider; we design, create and install vinyl fencing

solutions to suit our customer’s needs,” they added. “Our goal is to provide the most affordable

and durable solutions coupled with a lifetime warranty. We are steadfast in our approach to

providing an unparalleled experience to our customers. We are one of the only players in the

industry that has harnessed the power of technology to design our products which is one of the

many reasons that our products have garnered the reputation of being the most reliable – they

do not peel, rot, blister, rust, flake or corrode over time!”

A key distinguishing feature of Pro Vinyl Fencing is its commitment to sustainability. The

company uses recycled materials to provide eco-friendly, quality products made in the USA. “The

vinyl fencing market is competitive in California, and hence, it is imperative to maintain a solid

competitive edge. 

Our products exhibit the best quality and superior design, and we are proud to be a part of

supplying American-made products manufactured in the United States,” the spokesperson

noted. Another notable benefit of Pro Vinyl fencing is it is negligible maintenance cost. 

Over the years, the company has expanded its operations and currently serves areas such as

Ventura County, Glendale, Burbank, Santa Clarita, Lancaster, Palmdale, Oxnard, Thousand Oaks,

and 60+ more locations. Pro Vinyl Fencing has received an overwhelming response for its

services as many clients have recognized the company for its professionalism, expertise, and

quality products. 

https://provinylfencing.com/vinyl-gates/
https://provinylfencing.com/vinyl-patio-covers/


About Pro Vinyl Fencing 

Based in Sun Valley, California, Pro Vinyl Fencing is a family-owned business incepted in 20XX to

provide durable vinyl fencing with innovation and quality that instantly uplifts any outdoor

space. To know more, please visit www.provinylfencing.com. For regular updates, follow Pro Vinyl

Fencing on Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube.
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